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NOTES
Edited by Jimmie D. Lawson and William Adkins

A Simple Formula for qT
Victor Adamchik and Stan Wagon
Dedicatedto the memoryof TomTymoczko(1943-1996),an innovativeinvestigator
into the natureof computerproofs

1. THE RADICAL BBP IDEA. In 1995 David Bailey, Peter Borwein, and Simon
Plouffe [2] discovered the following shocking formula for 7r:
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This result is shocking because it can be used to generate the nth base-16 digit of
7r without having to look at any prior digits. And, so long as n is less than a billion
or so, the entire computation can be carried out with 16-digit numbers. This is a
radical idea, since all previous algorithms for the nth digit of 7r required the
computation of all previous digits, and the use of d-digit arithmetic in the
computation. For more details of the fairly easy argument that leads from the BBP
formula to an algorithm for far-out hex digits of 7r see [1] or [2].
Proving the BBP formula is not difficult. But that misses the main point: How
did they find it? In short, they had a hunch that such a formula might exist and
they searched for it using high-precision approximate reals, a high-performance
SGI workstation, and the PSLQ algorithm [3], [4]. In this note we show how a
simpler formula of this type can be discovered in such a way that a proof
accompanies the discovery. We will present only a single result. Several more
formulas of this type can be found [1].
Before leaving the BBP formula, here is a proof that it is correct using
to perform the summation.
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This "proof" is of very little value, for it gives us no insight whatsoever. Some
might even say that it is not truly a proof! But in principle, such a computation can
be viewed as a proof. There are some subtleties. Some types of computations come
along with certificates that allow verification; for example, if a computer churns
out an indefinite integral, the result can be differentiated to see if it agrees with
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does not providesuch certificatesfor sums, but recent
the integrand.Mathematica
work of Wilf and Zeilbergerhas shown that certain sums, such as the ones that
occurhere, do carrycertificates,and implementingthe productionand verification
of such certificateshas in fact been done (see [5]). So it is true that, providedone
uses the latest work on symbolicsummationalgorithms,a computationsuch as the
above can be taken to be a proof.
But such a proof is not very helpful. The real power of sophisticatedsymbolic
softwareis that this first computationprovidesthe startingpoint for an investigation that yields both deeper understandingof the formula and, with luck, some
new formulas.That sort of investigationis whatwe cariy out here. It turnsout that
the sums that arise in this note can be transformed to integrals, and then
antiderivativescan be checked so that a proper standardof proof is maintained.
We show how to do that at the end of Section 2, but we start our work with the
reasonableworkingassumptionthat the results of Sumare correct.
AND PROOF. Suppose we wish to see if X can be expressedin
2. DISCO57ERY
the followingform (we examinedseveral such forms and are presentinghere the
simplestone that worked).
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(we used version3.0.0;other versions
We just feed the generalsum to Mathematica
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mayyield slightlydifferentforms).
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Now we make some simplifications,the last one based on the identityarctan1 +
arctan2 + arctan3 = 7r.
ArcCot[x_]:>(X/2-ArcTan[x])}/.
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Now we simplysearch for a-valuesthat cause all but the first summandto vanish,
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and the first to equal 7r.This is easily done by hand, but since Mathematicais
running:
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a2 +a3 == O, a4 == °^ 4

2,
2,
And so we have a new formulafor 7r:
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We reiteratethat the proof comes for free along with the discovery(thoughfor a
rigorousproof one mightprefer to use integralsinstead of sums, as we discussin a
moment).As with BBP, our formulacan be used in a digit-extractionscheme in
base 4. Of course, digit extractionin base 4 is fully equivalentto the base-16 case.
This method of undeterminedcoefficients can also be used to generate the BBP
formula;we leave that task to the reader who wishes to exercise a computer
algebrasystem.
Further explorationsalong these lines seem to be easier if one uses integrals
instead of series. This also eases the task of producinga verifiableproof. Such a
transformation,focussing on the base-4 case under discussion,is carried out as
follows.
1. Define g(i)
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5. Use undeterminedcoefficients ai with (4) and call on either a computeror an
integrationexpertto get a closed-formexpressionfor 4=1aig(i).
It will agree with
the four-transcendentalexpressionwe obtainedat the beginningof this section.
Of course, many other forms can be investigatedin the hope of getting more
formulasfor 7ror other constants.Sadly,it seems as if these ideas may not lead to
a formula that allows extractionof base-10 digits. From one point of view, the
crucialmiraclethat makesthe aboveformulasworkis that certainarctangentsthat
arise are rationalmultiplesof 7r.J. Buhlerhas shownthat this can happen only in
situations that are essentially equivalent to the ones above; in particular,no
base-10formularelyingon this particularphenomenonexists. Still, there mightbe
other numericalmiracles that could give a base-10 formula or, more generally,
other kinds of formulasor techniquesfor rapid extractionof base-10 digits.
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Borsuk-UlamImplies Brouwer:
A Direct Construction
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1. INTRODUCTION.The Borsuk-Ulamtheorem and the Brouwer fixed point
theorem are well-knowntheoremsof topologywith a very similarflavor. Both are
non-constructiveexistence results with somewhat surprisingconclusions. Most
topologytextbooksthat cover these theorems(e.g.>[4], [5], [6]) do not mention the
two are related- although,in fact, the Borsuk-Ulamtheoremimpliesthe Brouwer
Fixed Point Theorem.
The theorems themselves are often proved using the machineryof algebraic
topologyor the concept of degree of a map. That one theorem implies the other
can therefore be established once one understands this machineiy, but this
requiresbackground. Moreover,such proofs tend to be indirect, relying on the
equivalence of these existence theorems with correspondingnon-existencetheorems. For instance,Dugundjiand Granas[3] show that the Borsuk-Ulamtheorem
is equivalent to the statement that no antipode-preserving,continuous map f:
can be homotopic to a constant map. From this one can see that the
Brouwerfixed point theoremis a special case, because it can be shown equivalent
to the statementthat the identitymap id: Sn >Sn (whichis antipode-preserving)
is not homotopicto a constantmap.
However,such an indirectapproachis not reallynecessary,and perhapsa more
direct proof would give insight as to how the two theorems are related. The
purpose of this note is to providea completelyelementaryproof that the BorsukUlam theoremimplies the Brouwertheoremby a directconstruction,in which the
existence of antipodalpoints in one theoremyields the assertedfixed point in the
other.
sn

3

sn

2. THE THEOREMS.Let Sn denote the unit n-sphere in llRnflS i.e., all points at
distance one from the origin. Two points are antipodalif they lie opposite each
other on the sphere i.e., {x, -x} for some x.
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